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ABSTRACT
Researchers around the world are trying to address the ever
increasing security requirements by bringing new approaches
to surveillance specifically in public places like school, railway, subway station, air port etc. To establish and sustain
security in public spaces, surveillance plays a key role in
technology-dependent governance common to many countries in the world. Traditionally, through the routine surveillance, an automated security system gains knowledge about
people and their activities in a certain space. In this paper we
are proposing a fusion algorithm to aggregate surveillance parameters from more than one such spaces. Inspired by existing works on social network analysis based on human photos,
we propose a new face network structure model. These face
network structures are later fused to obtain sociological parameters of a person of interest and gather recommendations
about the circle of associates of that individual. We believe
these type of recommendations are helpful in comprehensive
investigation purposes.
Index Terms— Surveillance, Face Recognition, Face Cooccurrence, Weighted graph
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of visual inspection of public space surveillance (e.g., airports, railway stations, roads, etc.) has received
growing attention in the last couple of years [1][2][3]. Public
space surveillance, which works in real time, is able to detect, localize, track, and classify multiple objects moving in a
surveilled area.
Traditionally, through the routine surveillance, an automated security system gains knowledge about people and
their activities in a certain space, where myriad scene specific
events and sensory data are available. The automated fusion
of the data can provide more comprehensive view of those
events. In this paper we are proposing a method to aggregate surveillance parameters from more than one such spaces.
The integration of video technology and sensor networks constitute the fundamental infrastructure for new generation of
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multimedia surveillance systems, where many different media streams such as audio, video, images, and sensor signals
will concur to provide an automatic analysis of the controlled
environment and a real-time interpretation of the space.
Secondary information channel with proximity, distance,
night-vision, audio etc. sensors are often used to augment
and enhance this exploration [1][3][4]. Applications regard
surveillance of wide indoor and outdoor spaces [2] and particularly people surveillance : in this case, multimedia surveillance systems can be enriched with biometric technology; the
best views of detected persons and their extracted visual features e.g. faces, voices, and trajectories [5] can be exploited
for people identification. In practice however, face detection
[6][7] and recognition [8][9][10] contributes hugely in most
of the modern surveillance systems. By using the presence
of faces in a visual media, associative face co-occurrence networks can be established for recommending friends in social
networks [11]. In our presented surveillance framework we
leverage similar face co-occurrence model in a surveillance
scenario in order to identify a person of interest and gather
knowledge about the social networks of that individual. In
this model, we propose a new face network structure specific
to certain scene. Later, these face network structures are fused
to obtain sociological parameters of a person of interest and
gather recommendations about the circle of associates of that
individual.
Our contribution in this paper is two-fold. First, we propose a method for constructing a face network in a surveillance scenario, where the face network can be used for recommending person of the same interest. Second, we presented
an algorithm by which the system can fuse the face networks
by using the stored faces to gather sociological recommendations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as the following.
At first, in Section 2 we present discussion on some research
works on surveillance and social networking that are related
to our approach. We illustrate the various components of the
proposed system for constructing face network from a scene
in a public place surveillance in Section 3. Further, in Section
4 we present some key experimental results and evaluate the

performance of the system. At the end we provide conclusion
of the paper in Section 5 and state some possible future work
directions.
2. RELATED STUDY
Many researchers around the world are working on public
surveillance and recognition of behaviour based on the captured images, videos, and audios. Some of those works are
based on direct captured video and event based surveillance.
A notable work is [4], which is a open and extensible framework designed and developed by Exploratory Computer Vision Group in IBM T.J. Watson Research Center. The system
is a middleware offering for use in surveillance systems and
provides video based behavioural analysis capabilities. The
prototype system has two main components Smart Surveillance Engine (SSE), which has front-end video analysis capabilities and the second one is Middleware for Large Scale
Surveillance (MILS), which provides data management capabilities.
For the advent of face recognition and face matching technology [12][8][9][5], it is possible to detect and recognize
human face image in real time through a video camera [12].
Most of the current face recognition and matching use neuralnetwork or fuzzy pattern matching approach [7] to recognize
the human face images. Now it is also possible to track multiple people from multiple camera system. One of the recognized work proposed by N. Katja et. al. [13], where the author presents a multi-view tracker, meant to operate in smart
rooms that are equipped with multiple cameras. This prototype system also demonstrates a virtual classroom application, where the system automatically selects the camera with
the ’best’ view on the face of a person moving in the room.
Real-time object tracking, which is needed to achieve this, is
implemented by means of color-based particle filtering.
Although privacy is a main concern in video or image
based surveillance, many prototype system blur the important
part (e.g. human face) or conceal regions of interest (ROIs) of
an image or video at real time specially when capture a public
place. Some of the notable work related to privacy protection
mechanism in video surveillance is [14][15]. Moreover, photo
tagging [10], face co-occurrence network [11], and automatic
face annotation [16] can enhance the recognition of people of
interest both in network. Existing work specially [11] the important of face images for recommending friend list in social
network scenario. Motivating of this existing work we are applying the idea in public surveillance scenario, in which our
new approach can give a people list to the security authority based on the stored images and the face network that we
presented in the next Section 3.
3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this section we present the detail illustration of various
components of the system. At the beginning in Section 3.1

we present the general description of the proposed system.
We illustrate the face network construction process in Section 3.2. Later in Section 3.3 we present Minimized Face
Co-occurrence Network (MFCN) and detail the fusion algorithm of the face network structures. Lastly, in Section 3.4
we present the social parameters extraction steps based on the
Minimized Face Co-occurrence Network.
3.1. General Architecture
In this section we describe the general architecture of the proposed system. The architecture is depicted in Figure 1 as a
block diagram. Different camera, audio, sensor (proximity,
motion sensor) networks are connected with their subsystems.
The subsystems are responsible for fetching the video, audio,
and proximity sensory data from the camera, microphone and
IR sensor respectively. The subsystem units send or receive
command to and from the centralized surveillance system.

Fig. 1: Proposed face co-occurrence based surveillance architecture.
The centralized surveillance system is composed of different components and manages all the subsystem up & running. Different intelligent components like media streaming
service, media feature extraction component, face identification and matching component, event analysis components are
placed within the surveillance system. The components are
loosely coupled to each other that is we can add a new component with the system or remove the existing components
without affecting the whole system. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) give us this type of coupling flexibility, where
Web Service Dynamic Discovery and Web Service Eventing
protocol can find a specific service and query the network using multi-cast search messages and also can register to various
system events. Thus, changes in the service can be notified to
any client without requiring standard polling mechanism. The
event delivery is accomplished by using simple asynchronous
messaging. In a typical client-server relation, interactions are
always from client to server (e.g. invocation of a service
method is accomplished by a message always initiated and
sent by a client). Servers are typically passive, and are waiting to serve client requests. On the contrary, the eventing
mechanism allows servers to notify clients, and become active. When a change in the server occurs, the server initiates a

new communication by sending a message to the clients (Subscribers). The extracted face images are stored into a dedicated image database. The system also incorporates logical
databases (within the same physical space) for video, events
the streaming video and the event related data. For security
reasons we stored the face images in to the database instead
of directly storing into the disk.
(a) Insert photo 1

(b) Insert photo 2

(c) Insert all photos

Fig. 4: An example face network created from the photos that
illustrated in Table 1

3.2. Building Face Networks

Fig. 2: Flowchart of the image acquisition steps.
A flow chart of our system is shown in Figure 2. In order
to conserve energy the camera is inactive if no motion is detected in front of the camera. A motion detector activates the
camera whenever a new motion is registered and the scene is
captured as an image. After that the faces from the images
are extracted for storing into the database. Through the image
and proximity data analysis the system approximated the distances between the faces. The distances of the faces of those
persons should be within a boundary before the system initiated the face network graph analysis. At this time those extracted faces were stored into the database. For a given face,
if any previous entry was found into the database then the
system updated that profile entry otherwise a new profile was
assigned to the new face before storing the surveillance data
such as location, data, time, proximity etc. into the database.
Definition 1: F ace Detection is the process of finding
a ’face’ within images or videos and Face Recognition is the
process of matching the detected ’face’ to one of the many
faces known to the system.

Fig. 3: A sample photo and the extracted face images.

In this section, we explain the construction process of the
face network. The face network is an undirected, weighted
graph G and is a data structure for representing peoples faces
in the network. The graph G contains a set of N nodes
called vertices V and a set of edges E. Where each edge E
is an undirected weighted link between two vertices Vi and
Vj , where i, j < N . Each vertex V represent a face image of a person and the associated tag information F aceId,
Location, Date, T ime, P roximity, Count, where F aceId
is an identification number of a face image that will generate
to uniquely identify a face, and Location, Date, T ime are
the location, date, time information when the face image is
collected through the camera, and P roximity is the distance
between the camera and the person which face has taken, finally Count stores the occurrence frequency of the person
face image in the photos. Each edge E consist of three attributes: F romN ode, T oN ode and W eightCount, where
the weight between the vertex F romN ode and T oN ode is
W eightCount.
Table 1: Example photos taken from a surveillance camera.
Photo ID

Persons in photos

Location

C1P1
C2P2
C1P3
C3P4
C2P5
C2P6
C2P7

h1 , h5 , h3
h5 , h8 , h4
h4 , h1 , h9
h9 , h1
h3 , h9
h9 , h1 , h4
h4 , h8 , h1 , h9

Loc1
Loc2
Loc1
Loc3
Loc2
Loc2
Loc2

Now we are presenting an example of the fusion process
of face networks from seven sample photos taken from three
different locations (Loc1 , Loc2 , Loc3 ). The list of photos are
P
showing in Table 1 where Ci j , means Pj is a photo taken
from the camera Ci . Now for the first photo P1 that taken
from location Loc1 using camera C1 has face of person h1 ,
h5 and h3 . After converting this photo to the face network the
network look like Figure 4a, where h1 is connected to h5 , h5
is connected to h3 and h3 is connected to h1 . For the second

(a) Final graph

(b) The minimized graph

Fig. 5: After minimizing the example network. The red color
in 5a is indicating the unnecessary links.

be some common interest exists between those people. Our
system stores the captured images from the camera in a certain interval and store the images into the database. When
any suspected event happen then the system can construct the
MFCN graph by using Algorithm 1. The Algorithm 1 construct the graph and filter by the threshold value, definitely it
is also possible to filter the result based on the location, date
time information. For hiding the complexity in the algorithm,
we filtered the result by the threshold value.
Algorithm 1: MFCN Graph Construction
Input: A threshold: T
Output: MFCN Graph: g
1 begin
2
g ← new Graph()
3
g.nodeList ← create empty node list
4
g.edgeList ← create empty edge list
5
photoList ← fetch the photo list from the database

photo P2 that taken from location Loc2 using camera C2 has
face of person h5 , h8 , h4 , so if insert the photo to the face
network then the combined network looks as shown in Figure
4b, where h5 is connected to h8 , h8 is connected to h4 , and
h4 is connected to h5 . As h5 appear two times so the count
value of h5 should be 2. In this way when all the seven photos
are inserted into the face network then the network looks like
as shown in Figure 4c. Here one thing we want to mention
that the edge between h1 and h9 is 4 means that both h1 and
h9 appear 4 times in different photos, also both the count
value of h1 and h9 is 5 means that h1 appears 5 times and h9
appears 5 times in different photos.
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3.3. Minimized Face Co-occurrence Network (MFCN)
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The main aim of this work is to give person recommendation
to the security personnel based on the stored face network.
In our proposed system the edge weight of a face network is
the most important information but the method that we presented in Section 3.2 have some edge weight that are less useful compared to some edge weight. For example in Figure 4c
the weight between h3 and h5 is 1 that means both h3 and h5
appear only one time, this weight is significantly negligible
value compared to the link between h1 and h9 , h4 and h9 .
So our next step was to minimize the face network based on
the weight. For this requirement we are introducing a new
value T called the threshold value. The threshold value T is
used to construct a new network called Minimized Face Cooccurrence Network (MFCN), in which all the weight value
is greater than or equal to T . The MFCN graph is presented
in Figure 5b.
Definition 2: Minimized Face Co-occurrence Network
0
0
0
(MFCN) is a graph G of N = (V , E ) tuple of two sets,
0
0
0
0
0
0
such that V = v1 , v2 , v3 , ..., vk is the set of vertices and E
is the set of edges between two vertices, where the weight
0
0
0
W ≥ T , V ⊂ V , and E ⊂ E.
3.4. People Recommendation based on MFCN
The idea behind our work is if two people are in a certain
place, in a certain moment, with certain time then there may
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foreach photo p ∈ photoList do
f aces ← getFacesByPhotoId(p)
totalF aces ← count(f aces)
for i ← 0 to totalFaces-1 do
f romN ode ← createNode(f aces[i])
if f romN ode is not in g.nodeList then
add f romN ode to g.nodeList
for j ← i + 1 to totalFaces-1 do
toN ode ← createNode(f aces[j])
if toN ode is not in g.nodeList then
add toN ode to g.nodeList
if Edge(f romN ode,toN ode) is not in
g.edgeList then
add Edge(f romN ode, toN ode) to
g.edgeList with value 1
else
increment Edge(f romN ode,
toN ode) in g.edgeList by 1
foreach Edge e ∈ g.edgeList do
if e.weight < T then
remove e from g.edgeList
remove all the node from g.nodeList which is not
in the g.edgeList
return g
end
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT

This section describes the implementation details of the prototype system that reflects the architecture presented in Section
3. Microsoft Visual C++ version 6.0 platform and SQL server
2005 database server was adopted to develop the system. In
the following, Section 4.1 describes the experimental setup

and the different devices that are connected inside the environment. Further, Section 4.2 presents the test results based
on the experiment. Finally, Section 4.3 describes the performance details of our proposed method.
4.1. Experimental Setup
This section describes the experimental setup that we conducted in our laboratory environment. Figure 2 shows the
camera and sensory device combos that were installed in two
(2) different locations in the test environment. Two (2) of
the device combos were placed inside our multimedia lab
and the rest two (2) were placed at the lab corridor. For
the real-time surveillance we used high definition Microsoft
Lif eCam 3.0 camera, X10 P ro Occupancy motion sensor
and Sharp IR distance sensor (see Figure 2). The camera
had built-in microphone and we utilized that to capture the
sound. The prototype system took images periodically with
certain triggered events. The events were triggered by monitoring the microphone sound as well as the motion tracking
IR devices. For the validation of our algorithm the prototype system stored the captured images into the disk. For the
face recognition we used image based face recognition algorithm [12], which used the algorithm called Principal Component Analysis method (PCA). In our experiment, 15 volunteers participated by roaming in front of the test devices in
different postures and in different groups.

4.3. Evaluation
In order to test the validity of the proposed approach we manually created the MFCN graph and in the mean time constructed a MFCN graph by using Algorithm 1. The comparison result is depicted in Figure 6a. In this figure the black
vertical bars represent the manual calculation result and the
white vertical bars represent the result achieved by the prototype.

(a) Performance comparison

(b) Face distribution

Table 2: Overview of our experimental result.

We monitored our laboratory area for three (3) subsequent
days with the test subjects and stored their images into the
database. The overview of the experimental data size are
shown in Table 2. For manual calculation we designed a test
case containing a list of 25 photos that were collected from
our image database. We prefer those photos in which most
number of faces were visible. The overall distribution of faces
in the collected photos in the test case is shown in Figure 6b.

Fig. 6: Parameters of the face network evaluation of the Test
Case.
In the case of manual calculation we observed that the test
case had 140 face images in which the unique human face image was 10. However, the prototype showed some errors in
its calculation. In the later case of the prototype calculated
that the test case had a total of 136 images and the number
of unique face images were 16. The discrepancy was due to
the fact that the image recognition did not perform accurately
and suffered some poor face recognition in its analysis. As
a result, the system failed to identify faces in some images.
The percentage of error for this test case was approximately
2.8% and 60% for image recognition and matching respectively. Further, in our manual calculation we found that the
number of edges between the nodes were 36 and the average
calculated weight was 3.8. But in the case of our prototype
system, the total number of deduced edges were 95 and the
average weight was 1.5.

Table 3: Test case overview.

5. CONCLUSION

Total video length (4 cameras) in hours
Total num of photos
Total num of stored photos into the database
Total number of faces
Total number of distinct faces
Num. of connections when T = 10

288
24560
9021
17452
15
104

4.2. Results

# of photos
# of faces
# of unique faces
maximum connection possible

25
140
10
45

In this paper we presented a method for constructing a face
network in a surveillance scenario, where the face network
was used for recommending person of interest. We also presented an algorithm for constructing a Minimized Face Cooccurrence Network (MFCN) graph by fusing a set of face

[7] Haiyuan Wu, Qian Chen, and M. Yachida, “Face detection from color images using a fuzzy pattern matching
method,” Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence,
IEEE Transactions on, vol. 21, no. 6, pp. 557 –563, June
1999.

Fig. 7: The prototype system is recommending persons and
showing the sociological relationships.
networks obtained from different locations. We developed a
prototype system using the proposed methodology. The experimental result showed that our system was working efficiently in a medium to low crowded places (e.g., school lab,
library, home etc). In future we want to evaluate the system
further to measure the performance of the system with a largescale dataset. We believe that the proposed approach of recommendation in surveillance based on the MFCN will bring
new direction in the public space monitoring research.
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